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Collection Dutz Eyewear
fall-winter 2020-2021  
The fall-winter fashion weeks were different in many ways due to the Covid-19 developments. Looking 
ahead in times of uncertainty is not easy. Same applies to spotting trends at trade fairs; currently not 
possible ...What we did see is an ongoing vintage trend which puts many collections and these times into 
retrospect. Nostalgia makes us feel safe. Back to black is also a way to deal of dealing with these  
challenging times.
But in general, the seemingly unanimous vision of many designers for fall 2020 is that everyone wants 
to have fun with clothes and accessories again. Whether it’s cheerful colors, festive textures or items 
reminiscent of childhood (like bows and tulle dresses), it looks like our wardrobes and attitude will take an 
optimistic turn this fall.
At Dutz we’re also optimistic. We see fashion as a way of self-expression and therefore hope. Let’s agree, 
with our colorful eyewear fashion you can show who you are in a world full of change!
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AMBERGLOW

This year, the fashion colors for the winter season 2020-2021 show a preference of pure and vibrant shades. The 
colors seem to come straight from a paint box. Bright colors considerably shake up things in the dark winter  
period. Many designers used the color orange for their FW20-21 collections. Pantone Amberglow and exuberance,  
for example, “Radiant, exuberant autumn orange hues that promote confidence and creative self-expression,”  
according to Pantone. With these striking orange colors, you can certainly show that you are So Dutz!
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BACK TO BLACK

If last season was a total whiteout, with some key designers choosing to show white from head to toe, then fall will 
come back to black. Many shows opened with strong black silhouettes, and we saw a lot of tonic black in the  
collections. Black is the new black - and it’s time to wear it from head to toe. At Dutz we like to go back to black and 
white this season, we just love the stark contrast. Models DZ789-95 and DZ2244-95 show that this combination is as 
iconic as it is timeless!
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JEWELTONES

Like every year in autumn and winter, we suddenly see the jewel tones reappear. Think of luxurious color tones such 
as warm magenta purple, amethyst green, ocher yellow, warm turquoise, ...Magenta purple was seen all over the 
runways, establishing itself as a must-have color for next season. The Pantone institute describes the color as a  
hypnotic, intriguing shade of purple. In the search for striking color contrasts, the Dutz designers paired this color 
with ocher yellow. With this pop of color, it’s always a great look, definitely chic! 
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SAMBA

Although the presence of black was unmistakable, the sultry red shade of Samba was also frequently seen on the 
catwalk. A spicy red color that is between bright red and a somewhat darker red hue. This shade proves to be one of 
the most wearable color trends and we at Dutz also embraced it for the upcoming season. With model DZ2244-65 
style is guaranteed!
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PATCHWORK 

Metaphor for the turbulent times we are in: a patchwork of influences and challenges! Specifically, the Dutz desig-
ners have translated this trend into frames with a beautiful Mazzucchelli acetate, where pieces in different colors and 
patterns are combined into a patchwork-like design.
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CHECK MATE!

To Brexit or not to Brexit - the tartan trend is a trend that we will see a lot this winter: a lot of tweed, checks, and 
pied-de-poule. This fits perfectly with the neo-bourgeois trend. The Dutz designers have varied with hypnotic  
diamonds, geometry and color blocking. Model DZ2234-65 beautifully shows how this checked trend can also be 
applied for men; all in check and cool in the mix!



WOOD IS IN OUR ROOTS

A trend that has not gone unnoticed is the use of natural materials. The Dutz designers have tuned in to this trend 
and have given the approaching season a natural look with stunning wood-look effects. The mix of 3D printed wood 
patterns and metal in striking colors guarantees a cool, masculine and sporty look. A striking addition to this series is 
the 3D printed carbon print combination. Modern and stylish and just a little bit different from the rest!
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GREEN SHEEN

We all know that neon is (and will continue to be) very trendy but keep an eye out for this bright yellow-green  
shade. This color is sure to pop this fall! GREEN SHEEN is a bold acid yellow-green shade that will always stand out 
and exudes a natural freshness, although not directly associated with the winter season. We at Dutz believe that the 
optimism and joy that this color radiates will help us through the winter! The bright color gives every frame an edgy 
so Dutz touch!
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